[A spectral analysis and mathematical modelling of the brain electrical activity in normal rats and in genetically conditioned convulsibility].
Spectral signs of genetically conditioned convulsibility of rats of the Krushinskiĭ-Molodkina (KM) strain were determined when studying the background electrical brain activity. These signs were: an increase of the delta-activity power in motor and visual cortical zones; considerable increase of the hippocampal potential power; weakening of the caudate nucleus potential power. Spectra of biopotentials being approximated by theoretical spectral function, model parameters simulating physiological characteristics of neural networks were estimated (an inverse problem of modelling). Spectral signs of convulsibility were shown to reflect changes in properties of the neural network. On the basis of calculations it is supposed that genetically determined convulsibility of KM rats results from weakening of inhibitory functions of the caudate nucleus as well as from increased excitability (reactivity) of hippocampal and neocortical neurons.